
SUNDAY 1  MUHAMED BEN CABEHA SQUARE
PAEJAZZ

14:00 Dj VD
A musical session composed based on rhythmic patterns 
inherent to blues, blending with other genres like jazz or rock.

16:00 DBlues
A journey through great blues and rock bands where guitars 
play a predominant role.

EThe woodwind quartet Piacevole will resonate the vault of 
the majestic Church of Santiago with a carefully selected array 
of musical gems, ranging from Chopin to contemporary 
compositions of American and Latin American music.

SUNDAY 1   MAJOR CHURCH
MUSIC IN CHUCH

12:30 Piacevole Quartet

SUNDAY 1   WALKING THROUGH THE STREETS OF IZNÁJAR
MUSIC IN DREAMS 

06:00 Aurora de Iznájar
If while you sleep you think you hear a beautiful and delicate 
melody, you are not dreaming... you have the privilege of 
experiencing an ancient tradition that, thanks to the association 
"La Aurora de Iznájar," still thrives in Iznájar: these are the 
verses of the dawn that, every year, fill the end of summer 
nights with beauty and spirituality. 

Dj David Briones02:30
Promises to make us dance with a strictly vinyl journey 
through African-American music from the 1960s and 70s.

Big Band of Atarfe 
with Sandra Morales & Damon Robinson21:30
Concert dedicated to honoring the pioneers of Soul, Aretha 
Franklin and Ray Charles, with new arrangements by Roberto 
Nieto (director of the big band) and the spectacular voices of 
Sandra Morales and Californian Damon Robinson.

00:00 Antonia Ferrá & la Fellows Band
The singer and director of the "Gospel Experience" projects in 
Seville and Mallorca, along with the prestigious Seville band 
"Fellows Band," will bring us the rhythm, intensity, and emotion 
of genuine Soul.

01:30 Jam Session
With the participation of some of the musicians who have been 
involved in the festival and anyone else who dares to join.

SATURDAY 31 CONSTITUTION WALK
MUSIC IN PASEO II

In the small square popularly known as the "Corral de la 
Pacheca", four masters will immerse us in the most 
emblematic Groove: from legendary figures such as 
Thelonious Monk and Sonny Rollins, to the innovative 
creations of McCoy Tyner and Pharaoh Sanders.

SATURDAY 31 CORRAL DE LA PACHECA (CRUZ DEL POSTIGO 8)
MUSIC IN THE SQUARE

19:30 The Elsewhere Quartet

G. M. "SPQR Romanos de Iznájar"17:30
The impressive power of "Los Romanos de Iznájar" will 
take us from Calle Real to the town hall entrance and the 
gateway of the ancient Alcazaba, where we can dance 
amidst a blend of batucada and swing, featuring a 
repertoire specially selected for Iznajazz. 

The Steampunk-style Brass Band from Murcia adapts the 
most modern and well-known songs of our time to the wind 
and percussion instruments of the legendary New Orleans 
bands, with a retro-futuristic twist inspired by the Victorian 
era. 

SATURDAY 31 REAL & JULIO BURELL STREETS
STREET MUSIC 

14:30 Steam Brass Band

SATURDAY 31  MUHAMED BEN CABEHA SQUARE
FAMILY MUSIC

12:30 Steam Brass band (educational concert)
With this family session, you will discover how modern New 
Orleans music began and how its spirit has evolved to the 
present day. 

FRIDAY 30   CONSTITUTION WALK
MUSIC IN PASEO I

19:00 Introducing to Swing dance
With Charito  & Patricio Caparrós.

21:30 Sietemásuno
Eight voices will take a journey through famous works of 
jazz, pop, rock, soul, soundtracks, and musical films, 
featuring their own arrangements that incorporate 
intertwined choreography and entertaining stories. 

23:30 Lavin Band (Ool Ya Koo Big Band jr. )
The Junior Big Band from the Granada jazz association 
"Ool Ya Koo" will bring the swing of the big bands to life.

01:30 Dj Annuel.ane
Jazz to dance to: from Swing to Acid Jazz.

Admission is free for all workshops and performances until full capacity is reached. For the Sunday meal at PAEJAZZ, reservations are required via WhatsApp at 610 907 191
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